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IHTRODUCTIOH
Information such as the evallablllty of end the rat© of
diffusion of aetal ions, oxygen atoms, and electrons can be
gained by eotablighlng the oxidation ratea of a netal under
controlled conditions # Hedvall (15) and co-workers hetve shown
a change in the oxidation rate In the region of the Curio temper*
ature of nickel. Work cited by Lustman (22) showed o change
in the oxidation rate of iron-nlckol alloys in the tenporature
O Q
range 300 to 600 C« for the iron rich alloys and 400 to 600 C»
for the nickel rich alloys # Luatman plotted the points of change
In oxidation rates of the various cojmposltlons of the alloys
on top of the iron-nickel phase dlagran, I'io noted these points
coincided with the transition regions from the forromacnotlc
to paramagnetic state in the iron-nickel alloys* Lustnan states
that
Any change In the nature of the electron bond in the
basis alloy that r<ould bring about a chanre in the rate
of forratlon of a reaction product film la not readily
accounted for bv the diffusion theory of film growth.
It aeens that a possible explanation would be bnsod on sone
Bioohaniaia involving en electron trensfor from jastal to
film.
All the theories that have been developed are based upon •
diffusion Bseohfinlsjn (17,27,20,31,39,40) •
Rideal and ?;»naborouf:h-Jones (32) have sucgeated a relation
between the activity of a surface and the e«>3e of electron emis-
sion. An anoroaloua behavior in the thermionic and i,;hotoe lee trie
eralasion of electrons from nickel in the region of the Curie
tor.porature has been shown by Cardwell (2). This enoraalous be-
havior of the electron emisalon and the oxidation rate leads
to the question; what role do the electrons play In the oxllatlon
of nickel at tiia tejcperature? The study presented here la on
Introduction to a reconsideration of the oxlJatlon rates of
nickel and their relation to the availability of electrons In
this region.
Nickel oxidises to NIO In almost all cases and X-ray evi-
dence suggests that this face
-centorod cubic oxide is the only
stable structure (4,33), Electron diffraction and electron
micrograph studies by Hickman end Qulbranaen (16) show that
the oxide film formed on nickel la a stable adherent film of
110 with no lattice transfomatlona between 400 and 900 C,
Nickel atoms are found in the oxide to a considerable propor-
tion under 400° C, (14,35) and the oxidation rote is very low
in this region (43), The only data found for oxliatlon rates
o
below 400 C. are given by Hadvall and co-workers (15), More
and Lee (25), Tammann (36), Wagner (41), and others (5,21,39,
42) have studied the oxl atlon rates above 400° C. and all but
Wagner and Tammann have observed a parabolic rate I.e., the thick-
ness is proportional to the square root of the time. Taaanann
showed that the oxidation rates of some of the metals along
with nickel follow an exponential function of the tine, t= a
•xp bx where t is the time, x is the thickness and a end b are
constants. Workers using more precise methods than the optical
method used by Tammann have also shown this law. However, this
law has often been challenged and has no theoretical explana-
tion (22). Wagner's atudies were at 1000° C. and Krupkowskl
and Jazczurowskl (21) found a parabolic rate for this temper-
8aturo. Early work on oxliatlon conalstod of observing the re-
lative ease of oxidation of different metals and the structure
of the oxide (27,20),
To dfctermine accurately the oxidation rate and thus the
mechaniaai of oxlJation, other than by trial and error, it la
necessary to establish the precise mechanism by which the oxide
films are forned. The prooesaes employed for oxidation rate
studies are reviewed In Jost (20) and oonslsta of gravimetric,
electrometric, volumetric, and optical methods. Of these methods,
the gravimetric method as developed by Qulbranaen (12) employing
a vacuum mlcrobalance has the moat direct approach, with the
least amount of assiimptions, to the oxidation rates* The great
sensitivity of this method was also deemed necessary for this
problem, because of the low oxidation rate of nickel under
400*^ C.
PRSLIMIHARy STUDY
When a metal is heated in the presence of oxygen en oxide
Is formed at the surface* If the volume of a unit cell of the
metal oxide is greater than the volume of the unit cell of the
metal, ttie oxide is generally not porous ao that continued
oxidation is possible only if the metal and oxygen can diffuse
through the oxide (31,40). If the rete of diffusion is slow,
the rate of oxiuatlon la controlled hy the diffusion process
(22,27,23,29,40) and can be calculated from the affinity of the
reaction, electrical conductivity and transfer numbers (40).
Pilling and Bedworth (31) first showed that the rate of dlffua-
Ion and thus the rate of oxidation Is Inversely proportional
to the thickness of the oxide, which gives a parabolic rote
law. However, In 80ir» cases the rate Is conti»olled by reactions
at the phase boundaries (10) • OtJier complloatlons arise for
low temperature and thin fllns (9,13,23}* Nickel oxidizes to
form a coripact oxide layer (35) and has oxide to metal voliaaa
ratio of 1.62 (34).
Wagner (39) has suggested that it Is not the neutral atoms
but the ions and electrons which diffuse through the oxide layer*
This ion diffusion from the metal to the oxide air Interface
was proven in the case of Iron by Pfell (30) and Jette and Foote
(IB), Radioactive txmcer studies have shown that the oxide
film Is formed by the addition of new layers on the oxida-air
InterfBce In the case of copper (!)• The oxygen migrates through
the oxide by a cation diffualon mechanism (23) • The oxidation
rate Is dependent on pressure to the extent of whether or not
there are enough oxygen atoms striking the surface to supply
the necessary cation sites for a diffusion mechanism*
Theoretical considerations of Mott and Cabrera (28) show
o
that for the case of nickel above 400 C» the oxidation rate
should vairy as the one-sixth power of the pressure. Wagner and
Qrunewald (42) have also suggested this relation and found the
oxidation rate to vai^', but the experiment did not offer con-
clusive evidence of a variation of this order. More and Lee
(25) state that a pressure of 10 cm. of Kg, will supply more
then the cation aitea made available at the nickel oxide oxygen
interface and therefore the rate of oxidation is insensitive
to pressure variations In this region.
The diffusion In the oxide Is caused by »ll£^t deviations
from the strict stolchloraetrlcsl composition (27,40). Nickel
oxide contalna e large wnount of nickel atoms below 400 C«
and therefox»e the concentration of metal Is nearly uniform
throu^out the film leaving a very snail concentration gradient
to work a diffusion roechsnlsm. It Is believed that this Is
probably the reason why nickel oxidizes so slowly under 400 C.
It might be Interesting to study the effect of radiation, cap-
able of ionizing the nickel atoms, on the oxidation rate under
o
400 C» to see if this would Increase the oxidation rote. Stud-
ies of the this nature are cited by Mott and Cabrera (20) In the
ease of eluminium. The most intensive study of the oxidation
of a metal has been conducted, on copper then iron and eino
or aluminium, in this order. Oxygen la soluble in the oxides
of copper and iron while It is not dissolved by the oxides of
Bine or aluminium (20), The oxidation of nickel is probably
controlled by a cation diffusion mechanism In the region of 400
o o
to 900 C. Because of the excess metal in the oxide under 400
C. the oxidation would probably follow the case of aluminium.
T}ie most complete theoretical explanation of oxidation is
given by Mott and Cabrej'a (28); however it fails to accomplish
a complete explanation in some respects. All their lews for
a compact film ere derived from a diffusion process and s simple
diffusion process probably will not explain the case of nickel
o
under 400 C. Their laws have no temperature dependence for
logarithmic growth rates. The effect of surface structure
and crystal orientation la only lightly touched upon and the
theory saya nothing about the oloctronlc state of the boa© natal,
The Important part of their theory which appllea to parabolic
ratea la given In an earlier paper by ?^:ott (27). The pertinent
part of this paper will be presented ^lere.
If the oxide film la to grow. It la neoeaaary for electrons
as well as Ions to move through the oxide lay r. TJie electrons
migrate throu^ the film by: 1, I^iermlonlo and photoelectric
oiclsslon from the metal to the conduction band of the oxide,
2. "Positive" holes moving from oxide-gas Interface Inwards,
3. The quantum mechanical tunnel effect applicable only to
very thin flli«n. The work necessary to bring an electron from
the metal to the oxide band will be less then that necessary
to retT'Ove an electron from a clean surface In a vacuum (26).
The rate of growth of the film will be proportional to
the number j of Ions crossing unit area per unit time
5i « 1 O 1^ J ^i . . • , 1
where ills equal to the volume of oxide per metal Ion* If the
growth of the film Is deterRilnod by the diffusion of Ions and
electrons from the metal to the oxygen-oxld© Interffice, then
J la determined by equations 2, 3, and 4 which follow
i^-h^^^^i^i 2
Here n^^ and n^ denote the concentrations of Ions and elec-
trons at a distance x from the metal oxide Interface. D, n1 * *
'l» ^e* ^^^'^ote their respective diffusion coefficients and
KObllltles. The first equation gives the ntamber of singly
charged Ions ami the second give a the number of electrons.
P, Is the electric field set up in the oxide which la deter-
mined by Poiaaon'a equation
dP - 4 77'(n, -n.) e.
^ ^ * .... 5
Sliallsr equations may bo written down when n end n refer
to vacant lattice points or positive holes.
Oenei^l solutions to these equations have not been obtained
80 we shall confine ourselve.i to Uniting oases. Consider first
the difference between thin films , In which the distribution
of ions and electrons in the fllci may be calculated Independent-
ly of each other, snd thick films where the space charge set
up if n^ and n^ are equal beconws important. An estimation
of the film thickness x can be made where the space charges becotae
Important. This occurs as follows: A concentration n of ions
having one sign will give a field, sccording to equation 3,
having a maximum value of P » <i ^ nex. If this field la to
have a negligible effect on diffusion In comparison with the
concentration gradient, equation 3 must be
Pnv ts 4 77" n evx -^^ D i-JH
Writing
^^ ^ £ and V -. e
the Sinatein relation between the mobility v ond the diffusion
coefficient D of a charged particle and with x «x this equation
reduces to
-. / kT
*°
- Z' -TtTE^S- .... *
8An approximate value for films reaching 10 cm, per hour was
given as x /^ 3x 10**^ cm.
Consider the case of thin films where the electrons and
Ions pass from the metal to the oxide-oxygen Interface, Denote
by ^ the work required to bring an electron from the metal into
the oxide, and by W the work required to bring a positive ion
from the metal to an interstitial position in tlie oxide. Thus
we may distinguish two cases:
1, The case where ^ < VI, There will then be a uniform
concentration of electrons in the oxide film and a concentra-
tion gradient of ions. If n(x) is the number of ions per unit
volume at a distance x from the metal-ion interface, the flow
of ions will be given by
•^ d X "^1 . . , , 5
The equation may be integrsted subject to the conditions that
n =: at the oxide-oxygen interface and n =: n at the metal
oxide Interface, n is the concentration of metal ions in the
o
oxide in equilibrium with the metal and la given by
n^ =N exp(- 1^)
where N is the ntmiber of interstitial positions per unit voluir».
We thus obtain
X
or from equation 1
at ~" ——————
9whence
2
X = K^t where K^ = Sn^ n D^
a parabolic law of growth is thus obtained for all thicknesses
less than x^ with a rate constant K. which increases rapidly
with temperature. D^ Is equal to b exp(-uAt), the Arrhenlus
equation Introduced into oxidation theory by Dunn (6), where
U is the activation energy and b is a constant, We may take
Nil'-l, b '-lO sec' X (lo" ce)^ thus K, — lo"^ exp -(W -^
U)AT cm^sec.
2, For the case where ^J > W Mott develops a logarithmic
equation,
Gulbransen (13) obtains an equation from the transition
state theory of Evans (8) and co-workers of the fora
2 „
X = 2 Dt + B
whe re
DzzT? ^ exp(-^jexp(--:^j
where ^ is the distance between successive interatomic sites,
k is Bolt2:-nann's constant, h la Planck's constant, B is an addl-
tlve constant, R is the gas constant per mole where k = E/li
N^ being the Avogadro number, ^S Is the entropy of sctivtition,
i^H la the enthalpy of activation and D is the diffusion co-
efficient in transition state theory.
This is the equation we get from Mott'a work If W la inter-
preted as /IG the Glbb's free energy of the activation process
for constant temperature and pressure.
10
we thus get
n z: K exp
o
and If NjQ.= 1 we get
(-4)= K expf- ^j expf^^i)
K^ = 2 ?\ H~ e^PV R / exp ^ ^^ ^ J
Since It Is Impossible to distinguish between A 3 and A S
and AH and AH these quantities can be lumped together,
AH differs from U tiie activation energy, by PAV, and
since this quantity is small compared to /i H and U we can write
where U is now the activation energy per nole. This is the
equation that More and Lee used In their study of nickel and
cobalt. They found that the energy of activation was the same
for these two metals, but that the oxidation of cobalt was
twenty-five times faster than the oxidation of nickel due to
the entropy factor. The difference in the entropy factor is
attributed to there being twenty-five times more active surface
sites on cobalt than on nickel. One could question this, how-
ever, upon grounds of difference in surface preparation of the
two metals,
SYSTEM
The fundamental requirements of an oxidation system are
the control of the composition and temperature of the oxidizing
11
atmosphere, tho detenalnatlon of the rate of oxidation, and the
physical conditioning of the spoolmon. In an endeavor to sat-
isfy these requlrementa a ayatom was constructed as shown In
Plate I and schematically In Plate II,
The 0x1 atlon atmoaphere was controlled with a glass and
metal vacuum system* The system la evacuated during the out-
gassing and preliminary heating period by a Genco Ilyvac mechan-
ical forepunp In series with a Dlstallatlon Products Inoorpor-
—5
ated itCF 300 fractionating pump, A pressui^ of less than 10
m of Ilg. was obtained In our syatea during this outgasalng period.
The pressures below 10**' mm of llg, were detennlned by a
D#P,I, VO-IA Ionization gauge, A Plranl gauge was used to In-
dicate when the fractionating pump could be operated and when
the pressure was low enough to measure with the Ionization
gauge, A mercury manometer which was Isolated from the rest
of the system by an air trap surrounded by dry Ice In acetone
was used to measure the pleasure at which the oxllatlon took
place. The height of the mercury column was measured with a
ca the tome ter«
^6 oxidizing atmosij'iere was pure dz^r oxygen obtained from
heating potassium chlorate* The oxygen was dried by passing
it over anhydrous phosphorus pentoxlde which rIso removed the
water vapor from the rest of the system,
A furnace was constructed which could be moved up « vert-
ical track to surround tie quartz tube containing the specimen,
Ttie furnace was well Insulated end capable of producing tamper-
aturea to 1000 C, Tne temperature of the fumaoe was controlled
with a Leeds and Northrup Model G, 40,000 series recording
EXPLANATION OF PLATE I
The entire oxidation apparatus
PLATE I
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^
EXPLANATION OF PLATE II
Schematic diagram of the oxidation system
PLATE II
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pyrometor and K»E.C» 10769-0 electronic control unit. The
temperature wee checked by the Chromel F and Alutnel thenrocouple
uted by the control and a type K-2 Leeda and Northrup : otentl-
ometer.
The actual temperature of the speoimen wea obtained at
Qovoral tenjjoratures by attaching a therraooouple to a duaaay
apeclmen In the systen and sinulatlng oxidation oondltiona*
l^e difference In the two temperatures caused by the Inhomogen-
eous characttsr of the furnace was subtracted from the control
temperature oX the furnace. Tie thencocouples were chocked
against the tablet at tJie Ice point and the condensing vapor
point of sulphur and found to be accurate to within one-half
of a degree centigrade.
By running the line voltage to the electronic control
through 8 constant voltage transformer and setting the furnace
current with a large varlac, tiie temperature remained constant
to within plus or mlnua one degree oontigjrade of the control
point over extended periods of time. Without the control it
was observed that the temperature woulJ randomly vary at the
rate of about two and one-half degrees per hour.
Ihe determination of the inite of oxidation was acconipllahed
by actually measuring tho weight of the oxygen taken up in
forming the oxide. A quarta bean vacuum microbe lance as shown
In Plate III was constructed from the design of Oulbransen (13)
and notes obtained from the Notional Bureau of Standards.
The gecaaetry of the balance was determined from the jrequire-
menta of co-planer auspension and a desired aenaitivlty. IJie
pivots of the balanoe were m8d« from lengths of one mil annealed
EXPLANATION OP PLATE III
The quartz beam vacuum mlcroba lance
18
PLATE III
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tungsten wire. Fused sliver chloride was used to fasten the
pivots to the beam and the quartz fraire
. The beam vras selective-
ly ground until It was In perfect balance on the central pivot,
the suspensions were of equal weights of tungsten, and the speci-
men and counterweight were of equal weights of nickel so that
the balance had perfect symmetry with respect to the central
pivot. The symmetry In the construction of the balance pro-
vides a pressure and temperature sensitivity which Is smaller
than the sensitivity of the balance.
The measurements of the weight Increase of the specimen
were obtained from
Ad 1^
where ^d Is the deflection of the beam measured at the outer
pivot point, 4kZ Is the increase In weight, 1 la the length
from the central pivot to the outer pivot, Q Is the weight of
the beam, and a Is the distance of the beams center of gravity
from the pivot point. The deflection of the beam ^d was ob-
served by a traveling microscope with a filar-micrometer eye-
piece, which was calibrated against a standard ten millimeter
scale. The co-planar suspension requires the three pivot points
to lie in the same plane. Non-coplanar suspension would have
the same effect on the sensitivity as an additive constant.
The resisting moments of the pivots can be calculated to be
small in comparison to the sensitivity of the balance. The
of oxypen
difference in the denslty^around the counter-weight and the speci-
men varies the measured weight of the oxide by an amount cal-
20
culated to be lesa then ten mici^jgrems under the moat extr^rae
terapereturo differences.
The sensitivity was detenained from a set of calibration
ourves* A typical calibration curve is shiown in Plato IV.
•Kie calibration cujrvos were obtained by interohanglne, from
one end of the beam to the other end, wires of known weif^s and
observing the deflection of the beam. The pans and wires used
in calibrating the balance w«re of approximately the sane weigjit
as the apeolnen used. Ttie wires used in measuring the sensi-
tivity of the balance were calibrated by the author on the Deport*
ment of Chemistry microbe lance. Although the weights of the
wires were not known to within five micrograins the difference
in the weight of the wires was measured to within one or two
micrograns. Ttiia was based upon tlie fact that the aensitivity
of the chemistry microbalRnce was observed freqiiently during
the weighing and remained constant* The wires were weired upon
two consecutive days and only tJie wires checking to within five
micrograms were used in the calibration of the balance. By
interchanging the oalibr'ted wires and plotting; tie difference
In welg?it against dlaplacemont of the beam a sensitivity of
0.0127 mm per microgram waa obtained
•
The physical conditions of the specimen will be discussed
in the next section.
FROCiiDURS
The nickel used in this study was obtained from the Inter*
national Nickel Company in fifteen to e lateen thousandths of
EXPLANATION OP PLATE IV
Calibration curve for the quartz
beam vacuum mlcroba lance
PLATE IV
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an Inch thlcknaaa electro-dopoalted sheeta. The Impurltlaa
in the apeolal electrolytic nickel were Co-0.043;^, Fe-0.002^,
Cu»0.005^, and Pb-0.0008^, X-ray trensmlaalon ploturea ahowed
o
that annealing for one hour at 900 C. wea sufficient to remove
the str«aa and preferred orientation produced by the most severe
cold working of the nickel apeclmena* Prolonged heating above
o
900 C» produced large crystal growth while long periods of
o
heating below 800 C« had no effect upon the crystal size or
orientation (23) • The bottom picture of Plate V ahows the
definite preferred orientation produced by rolling the nickel
specimen while tlie top picture shows a xinlform crystal size
with no prefeiT*ed orientation. TJie crystal size was eatlmoted
to be about 0«006 en fi»om conalderationa presented by Taylor
(37) in hla book on X-ray Metallography.
It was irapoasible to obtain e smooth surface because the
specimens were too thin to be polished. The specimens were rough
ground with number 240 crocus cloth and ,:lven an acid etch
for one hour in an atteirpt to obtain an unlfom surface pre-
paration. The roughness factor i.e., the ratio of the true
surface to the apparent surface of nickel may vary as much as
4 to 75 times depending upon the surface preparation (7),
The specimen used in any given oxidation run was prepared
with a predetermined apparent surface area and a weight of
0.7 gram ao that it would be in the calibrated range of the
balance and give an easily observable deflection of the balance
beam in one-half an hour during the oxidation run*
An oxidation run was started by placing the prepared sped-
EXPLANATION OP PLATE V
X-ray transmission pictures of nickel
top: free lattice structure and amell crystal size
bottom: stressed lattice structure with definite preferred
orientation of trie crystals
25
PLATE V
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Een In suspension from the balance beam ond filling the potass-
ium chlorete, the phosphorus pentoxlde contelnorc, end putting
dry Ice around the elr trcp then puanplng the oystexa down to
ft
better than 10 ran Ilg, After the ayatem wp« pumped do^n, the
furnace was raised around the quartz tube containing the spool-
O rt
men and heated stepwise to 700 C« The temperature 700 C, was
chosen because nickel has no cryntal growth at thnt temperature.
The vapor pressure of nickel below 1000** C. la very low so t?ier©
la no observable weight change due to evaporation (19)
«
When the tempoi»ature had been at 700 C. for one hour,
the temperature was returned to the control point of the chosen
oxidation temperature. After one hour nt the oxidation temper-
ature, the system was shut off from the purapa and oxygen was
applied by heating the potassium chlorate until a pressure of
10 cm Hg was reached. Tlie pressure was controlled by further
heating the potassium chlorate to Increase the pressure or very
briefly opening the system to the purq) to reduce the pressure.
A scale reading was taken of the position of the refer-
ence point and balance beam position during t>ie outgasslng and
as soon as possible after the oxygen was added. The r ^at of the
run consisted of periodically taking readings of the balance
beam position, the temperature, and the pressure.
To stop the oxluatlon run the furnace was lowered from
around the specimen end the system was opened to the pumps.
Any difference In reading of the beam position before the run
was stopped and after the run stopped was subtracted from all
the readiness to correct for buoyancy and convection current
27
effects around the specimen.
A plot of the weight Increase In micrograms per square
centimeter against the time of oxidation was obtained from the
beam position, the known sensitivity of the balance and the
measured apparent area of the specimen. To find the value of
2 2
K In the equation x Kt the value x vpaa plotted against the
oxidation time and K was calculated from the slope of the lin-
ear region of the curve. The value of U, the activation energy,
was obtained from the equation K = 2 A kT/^ exp ^iS/R exp -U/
RT by calculating the slope of the curve obtained by plotting
log K vs 1/T,
2
No attempt was made to calculate ^ or ^S because these
quantities were not presented In the theory given by Mott (27)
and multiple values of K were found at the lower temperatures,
RESULTS
A value for the activation energy of nickel of 30,400
calories per mole was obtained from the plot of log K vs l/P
shown In Plate VIII. The points above the line at the value
3 ®
1.179 for 1/T X 10 came from the fact that the 575 C. run
never really reached the parabolic rate and there were three
regions In which one could draw a straight line through the
points on the square of the weight increase vs the time curve as
shown In Plate VII. The greatest slope and the only straight
line portion of this curve came from a slight hump in the 35 to
50 hour portion of the weight Increase vs time curve as shown
In Plate VI and probably s}iould not be Interpreted to mean
EXPLANATION OP PLATE VI
A plot of the weight Increase In micrograms per
square centimeters as a function of the oxidation time.
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PLATE VI
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE VII
A plot of the square of the weight increase in raicrograma
squared per centimeter to tlxe fourth power as a function of the
oxidation time.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATS VIII
Top: A plot of the weight Increase In micrograms per square
centimeter as a function of the oxidation time which shows
the anomalous initial oxidation rate at 450 C,
Middle: A plot of the welgtit Increase in micrograms per square
centimeter as a function of the' oxidation time which shows
o
the linear region in the oxidntion rate at 575 C,
Bottom: A plot of log of K as a function of one over the absolute
tempe ra ture
•
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anything. The hump la sinall and is at the beginning of the lln-
o
ear region ahown In Plate VIII for the 575 C. curve which would
give the straight line portion on Plate VII, The two polnta
at 1,33 for 1/T x 10 are also oauaed by the oxidation rate never
beoomlns a parabolic relation*
tha plot of the wel^t Increase of the oxide film per square
o
centimeter as a function of tlcie for 450 C, ahown on Plate
VIII demonstrates an anomalous oxidation rate during the first
hour of oxidation as Indicated on the insert on this plot,
tRie anomalous *nltlal oxidation rate was not observed for the
575 c, and 700 C, runs while it was observed for the 450 C,
run shown In Plate VI, The slow Initial rate was also observed
for a trial run made at 350 C. to show that the oxidation rate
was obaervable at that tenporature. The anomalous effect might
be explained if the oxide Initially formed with a stressed nick*
el structure in the plane of the specimen surface and then after
the first hour broke away to form Its own free structure, iSleo-
tron diffraction patterns were laade from the nickel oxide which
waa forned during the entire 460 C, run and also of oxides form-
ed in leas than one hour at that terperature. All the patterns
were found to be the pattern for nickel oxide with the only differ-
ence in the patterns being that the 400, 331, and 240 lines
were more diffuse for the thin oxide films, A typical NIC elec-
tron diffraction pattern obtained for the thick oxide film is
ahown In Plate IX, Further study will have to be aado on the
electron diffraction petterna to agcertsln whether there really
la a change in the structure of the oxide.
I
EXPLANATION OF PUTE IX
Eleoti»on diffraction pattern of nickel oxld©
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The anomalous Initial oxidation curve of nickel at temp-
o
eratures below 450 C, has not been published. It seems explain-
able that It has not been published however since the methods
used in previous oxidation studies of nickel were not sensitive
enough to show this very small effect. There is a similarity
between the shape of the 450 C. and 575 C. curves in Plate
VI. "Hhe similarity is more apparent when one notes the slope
o
of the curves as compared with the 700 C. curve in Plate VII,
o o
The 450 C. and 575 C, curves never reach a truly parabolic
form and the 575 C. curve was actually linear after 50 hours
as shown in Plate VIII. The anomalous initial rate and the de-
viation of the curves from a psrabolic form suggest that the
rate constant is a function of the film thickness, Mott and
Cabrera (28) suggest a change in rate constant with film thick-
ness. The very abrupt change after one hour in the initial rate
o
at 450 C, and our not knowing the exact way the rate constants
change with film thickness for our runs prevents us from making
an easy interpretation of the exact change in the constants
with film thickness as purposed by Mott and Cabrera, Further
study of the theory in view of this changing rate with film
thickness may explain why nickel oxidizes so slowly under 400 C,
The value of the activation energy of 30,400 calories per
mole seems fairly reasonable since 21,710 calories per mole was
published by Krupkowski and Jaszczurowskl (21) and 22,240 by
Valensi (38) while More and Lee (25) more recently reported
a value of 33,400 calories per mole. More (24) had reported
a value of 34,300 earlier. The value of the activation energy
80
will change with the purity of the nickel used, the value being
lower for low-purity nickel (41) •
FUTURE STUDIES
the study will be conducted with lower teinp*?ratures and the
results given here will be re-checked, A ciore thorough study
of the anomalous Initial rate et temperatures 450 C# and lower
should prove to be very Important In the theory of formetlon
of nickel oxide*
The furnace needs to be wound non-lnductlvoly to study
the oxidation rate of nickel In the ferromagnetic state. The
gt»ound Joints need to be rerooved from the balance chamber end
the ohaniber should be Isolated from the rest of the vacuum
system by a liquid air trap*
SUKMART
the development of an oxidation study of nickel was dle-
ousaed by preaentlns the present theory of oxidation, the details
of the raetaod of study, and the results obtained showing ttie
great sensitivity of the method used. The oxidation rate was
studied by notually meaouring the weight of the oxygen which
combined with the nickel to form nickel oxide during the process
of oxidation. The weight increase of the nickel specimen was
Bisasured by obae living the beam deflection of a quartz beam vac-
uum mlcroba lance built by tJie author in the laboratory. This
balance has a aenaltivlty of 0,0127 mo por Eiicrograra, The
great sensitivity of the method used was illustrated by the small
39
deviation of the data points frc»n tJie oxidation curves and
by the observation of an anomalous initial oxidation rate only
0.002 of the total oxidation at a temperature of 450° C, and
lower. The value of 30,400 calories per mole for the activation
energy seems to be a good value compared with the published
values. The anomalous Initial rate observed at 350° C. end
o o
450 C# and the lines r region in the 575 C. run should be
Important to advance the theory of the oxidation of metals.
The feet that the anomalous initial oxidation rate has
not been obaeirved for nickel seems justifiable since this is
the first time this sensitive method has been used to study
the oxidation rate of nickel.
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Information such as the availability of and the rate of
diffusion of metal lona, oxygon a tons, and alectrona oan be
gained by eatabllahing the oxidation rates of a taetal undor
controlled conditional lnvestlr;ators who have studied the oxida-
tion rate of nickel have observed a parabolic rate for teaper-
o o o
aturaa froa 400 C# to 900 C» and a very low rate below 400 C»
o
with an observable change In the roto or oxldstlDn at 360 Ct,
the Curie temperature.
The present theory for the formation of an oxide film
following the parabolic rate waa presented, TJ-ie problem of
flndlnc the mechanism by which nickel oxl:il;pes was attacked by
studying the rate of oxidation with tiie nost aensittvo nethod
available at thla tlr.-^. To study the rate of oxidation a system
which couXd bo used to control tlie oxldlBlxig atmosirfiere and which
had a raethod of meaauring the rate of oxidation wab constructed*
To conti^l t}ie oxi lizin^^ atnoaphere a glass and inetol vscuum
ayaten was constructed which could be evacuated to a pressure of
•5
less thon 10 tit tr;. during the outgaaalng of the nickel
apoclKwn, Tiie teiaporeture of the atmoophere was controlled by
an electric fujmoce. The furnace was controlled with a recording
piyrorieter with an electronic control unit and was constructed
in such a way that It could be renoved from the quartz tube
contelning tlie speoinen. To laefisure the rste of oxidation a
quartz bean vscuun microbalance was constr^icted with a sonaitlvity
great enough to measure the weight increase of the nickel
speolMMt aa it coabined with the oxyfren to fona a conpact atomic
layer of nickel oxide
#
Nlckol wa3 found to have an anomaloua Initial oxidation
rata for teiaparaturea of 450**C. and lowor. The oxidation rate
dtiviatod from the pnrabolio rate law for tenperatures up to
575 C, Tha anoiaalous initial oxidation rate and tio oxidotlon
rate deviating from a parabolic law suggest that tho rata con-
stants are a function of the oxide film thickneas. Iliis behavior
in the oxidation rate of nickel had not been reported in the
literature and should be important in the theory of tiie oxide**
tlon of metala. It probably has not been reported because
other methods for studying the oxidation zHitea of nickel are
not as sensitivo as this sietliod* A value of the activation
energy for nickel was calculated which seecis to be a good value
ooiapar«d with the published onos«
